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0. introduction 
The Whit&cad group Wh(G) of a Ginitc group G has been studied by exploiting 
sontc techniques developed in algebraic G-i icory. According to the “generalized 
unit thcc~rcm” by Bass f I), the structure of Wh(G) is completely determined by its 
torsion subgroup Tar Wh(G ). 
For various types of groups, Tar W%(G) hav? been c&ulatcd or are known tr) bc 
trivial. For non-Abetian groups, the symmetric group S3 was first trcatcd by E-am 
17). and the present author has gcnerahzod his method to dihedral groups of order 
2p [8] . The casts of ntctacyc!ic groups of order pr?z have been calculated by Keating 
151 * . 
Among the techniques used in those calculations, the “induction theorem’? [ 71 
is the most essential one, so WC cannot apply the same method directly to other 
groups. Especially for p-groups, in order to determine Tor %%(G ), it seems that 
more subtile techniques are needed. 
The aim of this paper is to prcscnt a method to catcutate Tor Wh(C) for dihcdrat 
&groups and to show the following theorem: 
Our proof of the theorem contains many explicit Computations, a part of which 
is not quite definitive. At present, the author cannot remove the intdistinctness, how- 
ever. 
The notation and terminology arc taken from Bass 121. However, in this paper 
Whitehead groups wilt be written 3s multiplicative groups. 
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The following notations will be used throughout his paper: 
G = the dihedral group L& of order ?t. n > 2, generated by the t’kmcnts .s 
and I under the defining relations zN = 6 = 1 and IS = s I!. 
s = (‘ f, s’I, where s’= SL w-’ is the center of G. 
3‘ = a primitive 2% root of unity. 
QJ {) = the cyciotomic field over the rational number Geld Q. 
,?[{I = the integral closure in Q(c) over the ringZ of integers. 
IA = Q(8 ), where ~9 = { f l- t is the maximal reaI subfield of Q(c). 
R = Z[s) = the integral closure in II over Z. 
Let 3 be the Galois automorphism of Q({}JL. CT = c-t the complex conjugate. and 
tea 
be a crossed product having trivial factor set. Then X is identified with the ring 
M#.) of Z X 2 matrices over L. where the identification Q : E 2 M,(L) can be set up 
by the f&lowing “choic:e of coordinates” 
We have a decompositicln 
of the rationaf group ring QG of G. The projection p’ : QG =-+ Q(G:S) is the map in- 
duced from the natural group epimorphism <I -+ G,B, and the other projection 
PXF + G is given by setting y(s) = { and /l(r) = 7. 
By E we denote the maximal order in Z which can be identified under q with the 
ma,ximal order M2(H) in M$!J. Then C contains the orc”er 
in Z consisting of the elements with coefficients in Z[fl . Under p’ and p, the integral 
group ring ZG of G projects on Z(G/S) and A, respectively. Then we gt the induced 
maps r,i : A’, (ZG) -+ AT, (Z(G/S)) and pa : K, (ZC j + K&Ii of Whitehead groups. 
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Let Nrd’ : A’, (Z(G/S)) --* W(R’) and Nrd;, : A’ 1 (A) + U(K) bc the reduced norms, 
where R’ is the maximal order in the center of Q(G/S) and W denotes the group of 
units. Then the reduced norm Nrd of K,(ZG) can be written as 
Nrd = (Nrd’, t p: , Nrd, ::‘/I*) :K,(ZG) -+ U(R’) X U(R). 
Smce Tur Wh(G ) = Tor Kt (ZG)/ f G, and SKI [ZG) (the kernel of Nrd) is finite, 
the theorem is equivalent to the following statements: 
, 
(1) Nrd(TorA’*(ZG~)=Nrd(*G),andSK, (ZG)= (1). 
Corresponding to the cases when n = > 2 and tj ;. 3, the quotient group G/S is isc~ 
morphic to m Abetian group of type (2,2) and the dihedral group D,* _1 of order P, 
respectively. if we prove the theorem by induction on n, then we may assume that 
statement (’1) holds for the quotient group G/S. In fact, if tt = 2, these are the 
results of Hiparr 141 and, if n 2 3, of the induction hypothesis. 
2 
At first we compute the reduced norm. 
Proposition 2. Nrd(Tor K*(X)) = Nrd(-+ C). 
Proof. Take any x E Tor K t (ZG). Then its reduced norm is given by 
(2) Nrd(x) = (Nrd’ :-J p:(x j, Nrd_, I-J p,(x)). 
Here p:(x) E Kt(Z(G/S)) is also a torsion. so by induction we can assume that 
Nrd’(&x)) = Nrd’(+ g) for a certain element “g of 5 (G/S). 
Let *g (R E G ) be a representative of *R moduto S. Then by the induction hy- 
pothesis that SA’, (Z(G/S)) = Q 1 ), WC get the equality 
Lzt I = ( 1 - s’)ZG be the kernel of the projection {I’ : ZG + Z(C,L!i ). Then there 
exists an exact sequence 
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where i, is the map induced from the inclusion i : f C ZG. Hence from the equality 
(3), we can find an element v in K t (ZG, I) such that x = (* g)i&). Therefore the . 
propositicm is proved, if we show that i,O*) has reduced norm equal to ( I, 1). 
Since the first coordinate of Ihe reduced norm of i,Q) is clearly equal to 1, it 
suffices to compute the second coordinate JJ= Nrd,@.(i&)j). 
The element i&v) is also torsion, so p is a unit of finite order in R. But R is in- 
cluded in the real numbers, thus ~12 f 1 l 
L&p={2 - 9)R be the unique prime of R cwer 2. In order to see that onty the 
case JJ = 1 Oxcurs, we compute the value af p module 29. We notice that any 
element 3’ E K,(ZG, I) is represented by an invertible matrix Y = 1 + Y’ of 
GL,(ZG, I) of a certain degree m, where Y’ has entries from I. Then the value of p 
is calculated from the determinant of the 2nt X 2m matrix s@(Y)) over R. We 
claim that it i$ congruent to I modulo 2v. indeed, the projection p sends the ele- 
ment s’ to - 1, so &M)) C M$R ). Thus the matrix g(p( Y ‘1) is con taitlcd in 
Ml&R ). M’cxeover, the ideal 2.&/2~ has square zero in the ring R/Z@ . Then we 
easily get the congruences 
det s@(Y)) z 1 + tr q$p(Y’)) (md 28) 
3 1 + tr &#(tr Y’)) (mod 2!@), 
where tr denotes the trace map. Since tr Y’ E I, it therefore suffices to verify the 
congruence trg@(l)) z 0 (mad 2q). The ideal I is generated over % by the elements 
(1 -- s’)g”, g” f G, and we have tr pw(( 1 - s’)g”)) = 211 g(p(g”)). Hence, we need 
only show that tr q@fg”)) E 0 (mod g j for any g” E G. This is easy. Because R/$ 
- is a field of two elements and G is a Z-group. SCJ that the (.Z X 2) matrix &I($‘)) 
(rnti $ ) has characteristic roots equal to 1. 
We have now seen that jr z 1 (mod 2v ) as well as p= +, 1. Then p must be equal 
to t since the ideal 2’p dws not divide 2. This shows that Nrd(i&)) = ( I, 1 ), and 
concludes the proof of the proposition. 
3 
Next we investigate the kernel of the reduced norm. Look at the exact sequence 
which is induced from the sequence (41, where by induction, the right hand term is 
trivial. Then the map i* is surjective. To see that SK@) = 11 ), we shall therefore 
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show how r)ne can find a system of generators of SK, (ZC, I ) which are sent to 
identity by i,. An explicit example is given in the following lemma. For any unit u 
of SL t(%G, I ). we denote by [ul the class of ti mtrdulo the elementary group 
I:‘(ZG, I). 
“C = 1 +( 1 t Ir)F2( f -- &), 
u(a)= 1 +a(1 + s ‘I)S(- 1 $9; if), 
v(o) = I + a( 1 + sr )s( I - sf ), 
Before strutting the proof, we must check that all of the elements described above 
indeed belong to SLt(%G, I). At first, we show that these elements arc congruent to 
1 modutn 1. For the element s’, this is trivial. If n 2 3, Q ranges over ( 1 - s’)c(Z ). 
so U(Q)), v(a) and w(u) are rzbvitrusly congruent to 1 moddo 1. If N = 2, since 
s’=$ gs--2, these congruences are immediate from the following equalities in LG. 
(‘5) (1 +s--tt)s(-.l t s’- ‘1)=(I - s--q. s t [), 
(I +sf)s(l ---sr)=(l - s2)(- s-1 + I), 
(I W)(l +s)qP -- l)“(l - s--q1 t&l - I), 
respectively. Moreover, the equality 
(6) ( 1 + slc)s;z n--q 1 -.’ s/t) = (1 -- s?)p-*(l - A)$ ! = 0, 1, l . . . 
implies the congruence ul E 1 (mod I). 
Next we must show that those are units having the reduced norms equal to 1. 
This is done by using the following easy iemma. 
Emma 4. Let .4 be art-v ring with unity, and let x, y E A be any elements such char 
yx = 0. Then /he elerncnt u = I + xy is 4 unit of A, and we get the equali?r* of 
Proof. By assumption. the element XJ~ has square zero. Then N is, indeed, a unit with 
inverse $4 -.i = 1 -- xy. The equality follows from direl:t calculation. 
Since the element dt, I = 0, 1, . . . . has order 2, we have the equality (1 - s/t) X 
( 1 + dt) = 0. Th en each of the elements ul, ~(a), V(O) and ~(a) is a unit of the same 
type as in the above lemma, so that, being embedded inGL#?G), it is expressed as 
a commutator. Hence, its reduced norm is equal to 1. On the other hand, the element 
s’ is contained in the commutator of G, so its reduced norm is also 1. 
These observation show that the elements Is’), [u/j, [u(o,l , [v(a)j and [W(U)] 
arrr all defined in ZX,(ZG. r), and at the same time, each of them is sent by the map 
i, to the identity of MI I(ZG). Therefore, granted Lemma 3, we have also established: 
Proof of Lemma 3. Set .I = ( t + s’)ZG. Then J is the kernel of the projection p: 2% 
-+ A, and J f~ I = 0. Moreover. under p, I projects on the ideal 2A of A. Therefore, 
by the Excision Isomorphism Theorem 121. we can see that the map 
which is induced from p i.s an isomorphism. Then it suf‘flccs to show that SA’, (A, 
2Ab is generated by the set U* of the elements p*( [s’] ), p.( [u I) 1, p*( [u(a)] ), 
; JI*( [V(P)] ) and pl( [,~(a)] ). Since p projects tbc center ufZG) onto the center R of 
A and p(s’) = -- I, t~j using the equalities (5) and (6), we can write out the elements 
af Cf* 3s follows: 
where 
u*(ck) =1 + cr( 1 .- {-.“)( -f t 7). 
3. 
W+(b) =I + a( 1 -- 5‘ -. ‘)( 1 t #( 1 - ?), 
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and ICL ranges over R ifn = 2 and over LR if n ?? 3. 
Proof. For any X = (T b) E M,(L). set x = g- t(X). Using the basis ( I, {, 7, CT) for 
2: over L, we write the element x as x = ar’ + (3’5 + Y’T + 6 ‘57, ~l’,~‘,y’,S’ E L. Then by 
an easy calculation, we can see that these coeffkients of x are obtained by solving 
the eq\ra tion : 
8 -2 2.-g #j \ 
-9 2 2 1 - -4 
2 -19 -8 2 I 
in A if and only if for any (‘; {)f 
AI, (ho), the vector (clr,&y,t)W1 has constituents in R. But each entry of 3~~~ 
is contained in 8 t. (Note that when n = 2,9 = 0 and R = Z, so 8 = 22. and when 
&?3, ‘P=(2 -. S$P(Z+rY)R =9R and 8’ =(4 --- 19”@.) Hence,the largest c
ideal contained in A is precisely the one which is identified with the ideal M2( !# ). 
Let c = Mz( Q ) be an c -ideal, where 
! 
22 (n = 21, 
ix= 
qP(?l?3). 
Fro-m the above lemma, c is contained in the conductor &, so in A. When TV ? 3. 
L ‘@ 2 divides 2. Then we get the inclusions of A-ideals 2 EC 2 A C 0’ and an exact 
sequence 
where ic is the map induced from the inclusion i : 2g C 3, and ii is irlduced t’rom 
the natural epimoryhism? * . A + A/2& Similarly. from the inclusion k : 4$ C .1@. 
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Roof. This is an easy consequence of the Congruence Subgroup Theorem [ 31. In 
fact, since 2$ is an ‘c^-ideal, we see that SLJA, 2@ )= St,,( c, 26 ) for any W, and 
this can be identified with .9..~,~~ IR. 2 (s ) via p. On the other hand, we have the in- 
clusions (cf. 121 )
Take a large integer m. Then by the Congruence Subgroup Theorem for R (the integers 
in the real field t). the cxt reme ends arc cyuai. Thus we get the equahty 
S&,( A, 4a2) = [sL,(A. I? 0, .%!+,(A, 2 @)I . This shows that the map 
k, : SK, (A, S@) -+SK,(& 2’@ is trivial. Therefore, from the exactness of the 
sequence (9). the map k, is injcctive. 
By using this lemma. we can find a set of generators of .‘ilri l (A, 2s 1. For eon- 
vtmicnce. by furl’ we dcnotc theNclass mod E(A. 2s ) of an element 14 of SL +A, 28 1. 
and we distingtiish the clement frc]’ from its image/,( [ul’) = [ul by the map 
j* :SA,(A. 2s )+Sk’,(A,2A). 
Proof. We recall 121 that the ring A has “stable range” 2, which asserts that any 
x E SK 1 & 25 ) can be represented by a 2 X 2 irrvcrtiblc matrix of the following, 
form: 
If WC write a bar for passage to residue classes module 4G ‘, then the image k,(x) 
inKt(.\/4az , $ /4@ ‘) is represented by the matrix 
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But the etemen ts r I,,, have square zero. Therefore, by the Whitehead lemma (cf. [ 2) ), 
using elements of E&\/4$ ‘, C 35 /4@ ’ ), we can transform 1 t 0 the matrix 
f 
i 








Hence k,(x) coincides with the element [ I + it1 + $r]. On the other hand, we get 
the reduced norm Nrd,,(x) of x by evaluating the determinant of the 4 X 4 matrix 
q(X). If we srtt 
then we can WC that det (F(X) z I + yl f + 7q2 (mad 4G2) as in the proof of Propo- 
sition 2. But x is an clement of the kernel of*Nrd*, . Then it must verify the con- 
gruence I f fll + rz2 r 1 (mod of (z 2). From this and the same argument as above, 
the matrix 
I +$, j+,2 
i i +21 1 + t22 
* can be transformed to(O 1 O) by using elementary matrices of the following forms: 
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Then these lementary matriucs are regarded as contained in SL,(R. 2G). Under the 
identification !Xt (A, 2c ) =sLt(E, 2a) %Z2(R. 2Q ), we now find the elements 
in SL, (A, 2& which are identified with the elements ct$y), c2t(t) and e(y). 
respectively. Then by the injeutivity of the map k, (Lemma 7). those generate 
SK I (A. 28 ). Since G = 22 if rl = 2 and @ = 9 2 if n 2 3, corresponding to these 
cases we set y =4ar (aEZ)andy=(4 .. @“)a (~E2R)fr,rany~E2~.Tl~enby 
salving(7), we easily obtain that G-* @t2 (r))=~‘(at), 9 I (q, (1)) = v*(a). and 
L_” - l If5 (y)) = r\?“(a), resptc tively. This proves the lemma. 
Finally, we shall study the map i * : SA’,(h. 2.4) -K,(:W~, 23(25), and find a 
set of generators of its image. 
Proof. Consider the commutative diagram 
where the vertical maps are the natural ones induced by taking residue classes madulo 
elementary matrices. Since the ideal 2/\/2$ has square zero, the map [ I.- is surjec- 
tive (cf. [ 21). moreover, tire mapping x -+ I +X (X E 2h/2$ ) gives rise to an is0 
morphism of the underlying Abclian group of the ideal 2t\/2$ to tX1 (A/2& 2A/28 I4 
Via this isomorphhsm and the identification 9 : 2c/2Q zM~( 2R/215 ), we identify 
GL I (A/2& ZA/Zg ) with a subgroup ofMt( 2R/2@ ). Far any element x = 
?(a’ + /I?‘{ + $7 + 6’{~), a’, fl’, y’, 6’ E R of 212, by the equality (7), we have 
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(11) / Z(or’ ‘^. 6’) 2(-- p’ t y’) 
$9(x) = j 
\ 
I 
\ 2( (3’ + y’) + 35’9 L(o’ + 6’) + 2p'l9 i 
i 
I Z(a’ + 6’) 2($ + y’) a 
ai ; (mod 2Q) 
\ 2($ + y’) + 26’9 Z(.d t 5’) + 2p’t-l ! 
(recall that 0 divides 2). 
Ifn= 2, the element 2 mod&> 42 generates ZR/X = Z/42. Then by the above 
cc3ngmenix ( 11), Gl. t (A& , 2A/2~ ) is identified with the Abelian group of type 
(2.2) generated by the elements 
. _ 
On the other hand, we compute the elements j (- ‘1) and ~($ ). By an easy ~alcula- 
tion,& t) is identified with (t y) modulo4Z,)fu~) =;@I> with (I 
3nd7(rc;) =j(u;) with (z 8 
$1 mcdulo42, 
).Th~n,bythe~ommutativitynfthediagram(lU),wecan 
see that the rtiemen t$( [ -- I]) ;ind is( [zd; 1) generate the image of &. Hence. the case 
n = 2 establishes the lemma. 
Ifn~3, then45@= 0 (mod 2’p2), so that we see easily that 2R/2 G is 
genera ted by the &men ts 2 module 2g2 and 29 modula 2!@” c Then by the con- 
pence ( I)). Gl++l/?~, ?A/:$ ) can h: idenGkd with the Abelian group of type 
(2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2) generated by the following elements: 




We notice that the image by [ I- of the element (z 19) module 2$’ cannot be con- 
tained in the image of 7.. Otherwise, the similar argument as in the proot ot‘ Proposi- 
tion 1 yields that the matrix cj f4) module 2q2 has the trace 0. 
Now, we compute the images by 7 of the elements --1 and N;. Since 2cj + Z = 
-(4 -- 282 jcz and 4 - 29* I 0 (mod 2$*), we flave the congruence 2c4 z 3 (mod 
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z(pz ). Therefore,~(u;) f 1 + 2{*( 1 - 5’ r)(mod 2v) if N = 3, and;@;) E 
1 + 2( 1 -- fr)( mod 2v) if N 3 4, so easy computations imply that the elements 
/( l),i(u&~(u;,, T(u;) and;@;) are identified with the elements: 
respectively, and it is easy to check that in the both cases, each of the elements 
enurnerdtcd in (12)isgeneratedby theseelemcntsj(--1) andi(u;)(I= 0, 1, 2.3). 
Then. the elements i*( f -- 1 ] ) and f,( 1~; f )(I = 0, 1 , 2.3) generate the image of the 
mapil as in the cas of n = 2. Thus the lemma has been proved. 
Thanks to this lemma and Corollary 9, it follows from the exactness of the 
sequence (8) that a SAT& a, c ‘A) is generated by the elements [-- 11, (~7 ] (I = 0, I, 
2,3), [a*(a)], [~‘(a)] and [w*(a)]. This tInishes the prosf of Lemma 3, and 
Theorem 1 is obtained from Proposition 2 and Proposition S. 
Note. After this investigation was completed, WC learned from M.E. Keating that he 
also proved the same theorem (see (61). However, his method is essentially different 
from ours. 
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